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The History of Kerosene
8ev Cline sheds some light on the oil that sparked an economic and cultural revolution
refineries producing kerosene in the
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Neither Gesner, let alone his
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Kerosene - also known as coal
oil or paraffin oil- would spark
a global technological, economic
and cultural revolution .
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Kerosene stoves and heaters
commanding prices that often
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kitchens. Farmers working outside
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Initially, kerosene was too
increasing their yield. When a
expensive. But when research
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showed that kerosene couid also be
refined from petroleum, it set off
tipped over onto a soiled tablecloth
in France, the oil's cleaning proper
what can only be regarded as one
ties were discovered and the dry
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became possible and fashionable as
North Americans no longer had to
rely on flickering candles, sputter
ing lamps or firelight. Even the
virtue of kerosene in killing head
lice was extolled.
Gesner, son of an American
who backed the British in the
American War of Independence
and subsequently relocated to
Nova Scotia, was forced to look to
the US to gain financial support for
the marketing of his new product.
He moved to New York State. In
1854, backed by a group of
wealthy US investors, he
became one of the founders of
the North American Kerosene
Gas Light Company, which later
formed the core of Standard
Oil/Imperial Oil.
As with all technology, one
invention can often supersede
another in terms of public
demand. With the development
by Thomas Edison of a reliable,
commerCially viable electric light
bulb in 1879, kerosene slowly
began to take a backseat to elec
tricity. However, in some nIral
communities, kerosene lamps
were in use until the 1940s.
Today, especially in North
America, kerosene is often viewed
with nostalgia; a reminder of the
"good old days". In stark contrast,
in developing countries, such as
Nigeria, an estimated 90 percent of
homes still depend on kerosene for
cooking, indoor lighting and heating.
Still, in the 21st century, ,ve can
look ahead to the promise that
kerosene holds for our future.
A component of jet fuel,
kerosene powers the airline indus
try. Kerosene, which once fuelled
some of the engines of the Saturn V
rocket, is again being evaluated by
NASA in its Next-Generation
Launch Technology program as a
possible fuel for its new engines.
Perhaps taking its cue from the
Far East, where relief ,vorkers sup
plied kerosene lamps to victims of
the tsunami, the ·S is showing
interest in kerosene for home
lighting in times of emergency.

